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Abstract. X-ray scattering studies of [N(CH,),],MnCI, under pressure reveal strong indi- 
cations of the existence of xveral new commensurate phases with long periods. The wave 
vectors of these phases are found to constitute a set of the Farey-tree series. Structure 
branchingandother featuresin theobserved P-Tphaxdiagramare ingoodagreement with 
the predictions of the axial next-nearest-neighbour king (ANNNI) model, 

A complicated sequence of spatially modulated structures, with parameters such as 
temperature and pressure, has been observed for a wide variety of materials; examples 
are CeSb [l], Ti1+Al3-* [2], and various ferroelectrics [3]. Despite the great diversity 
of their physical nature, theoretical studies on simple discrete site models have shown 
that a number of modulatedstructuresare stabilized as a consequence of thecompetition 
between interactions that favour different spatial periodicities [4]. Furthermore, the- 
ories predict many peculiar properties of the competing-interaction model system: the 
phase diagram consists of an infinity of commensurate phases [5,6],  the 'Devil'sstaircase' 
[5] of the variation curve of the wave vector of the modulation, and the phase transition 
associated with the formation of phase defects or solitons 16.71. Of particular interest is 
how farthecalculatedresultscandescribe thestructureandbehaviourofthe realsystem. 
So far only a few systems have been experimentally investigated with the purpose of 
testing these theoretical predictions. In this letter we present an x-ray scattering study 
of the lock-in transition in tetramethylammonium tetrachloromanganate (TMATC-Mn) 
under pressure. 

TMATC-MI1 is a member of the TMATC compounds group having the chemical formula 
[N(CH,)&XCI, (TMATC-X where X = Mn, Fe, CO, Ni, Zn). They have the same p- 
K2S04structure with space group Pmcn in their normal (N) phases at high temperatures 
[8], and exhibit a similar phase transition sequence of the modulated structures charac- 
terized by the wave vector of the modulation along the c axis, cc', as a function of 
temperature and pressure [3]. So far the commensurate (c) phases with 5 = 4, ? , E  and f 
have been observed, respectively, in TMATC-Mn and -Ni, in -Mn and -Fe, in -CO and 
-Zn, and in all salts, as well as the incommensurate phases with 4 < < 1. An interesting 
feature of the TMATC system is that the interrelation of various phases of different salts 
can be summarized in a universal P-Tphase diagram [9]. A good interpretation of this 
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universal phase diagram has been provided by theories based on an extended version of 
the axial next-nearest-neighbour king (ANNNI) model [lo], the Janssen-Tjon model 
[ll], and the Chen-Walker model [12]. Stimulated by the success of these theories, we 
decided to begin a detailed experimental study of the transition behaviour of the TMATC 
system. In thisstudywe primarily concentrate upon thesearch for higher-order cphases, 
which are theoretically predicted toexist but have not been observed yet. Wechose the 
Mn salt as a sample because in this salt we can make systematic measurements of E over 
the wide range of 1 < f < & [13]. 

Single crystals, -1 mm3 in size, were cleaved from crystals grown from aqueous 
solution. Asamplewasmountedin a berylium pressurecellof atypepreviouslydescribcd 
[14] with a mixture of methanol and caster oil as the pressure-transmitting medium. 
The pressure was vaned with an accuracy of 20.4 MPa. The sample temperature was 
controlled with long-term stability of 20.05 degree. The x-ray diffraction experiments 
were performed on a double-axis diffractometer equipped with a one-dimensional 
position-sensitive detector. The MO Karadiationfrom arotating anodesource operated 
at 50kV and 40mA was monochromatized with a Ge(ll1) crystal. The transverse 
resolution measured for the TMATC-MII reflection was about 0.001 A-' in full width 
at half maximum (FWHM). To determine the wave vector ofthe modulation, we used the 
400 and 402 fundamental reflections and the satellite reflection at (4,O. 5). Isothermal 
scans were carried out at various temperatures between 19.0"C and 24.0°%. Care was 
taken to use a virgin crystal for each run so as to minimize distortion of the transition 
behaviour due to the radiation-damage effect, which we encountered in our previous 
synchrotron x-ray scattering study [ 141;such effect wasrecognized throughout thisstudy. 
Theaandclatticeparameters were determinedat eachpressure; for ambient conditions 
a = 9.064 A, b = 15.63 8, and c = 12.30A. 

In figure 1, we show three curvesdepicting the variation of f with increasing pressure 
at 24.0,22.0 and 20.0"C. An important feature of these data is the staircase behaviour 
of the f-curve, which becomesobvious with decreasing temperature. At 24.0"C (figure 
l(a)), as the pressure is raised, the crystal first transforms from the N phase to the IC 
phaseat36,OMPa,outsideofthe rangeofthisfigure.Thewavevectorappearstochange 
smoothly in the IC area. When f reaches 0.4317 at 118.9 MPa, it locks discontinuously 
onto the rational value $. Above 122.8 MPa, f zgain takes incommensurate valuesand, 
finally, two successive lock-in transitions to f = 1 and f = $occur. Those three lock-in 
transitions are accompanied by both the splitting of fundamental Bragg reflections and 
a pressure hysteresis of about 2 MPa, indicating their being of first order. 

At tower temperatures. we observe several steps on the f-curves (figures I(*) and 
l(c)). Among these, the steps at f = &, 3, & and A are indicative of the existence of 
new high-order c phases with periods l lc ,  9c, 16c and 12c, respectively. Figure 2(a) 
shows the pressure dependence of scans of the satellite reflection near the lock-in to f = 
A .  Comparing the profile for 120.2 MPa with that for 121.2 MPa. we note that the peak 
located at f = ff grows at the expense of another peak at the incommensurate position, 
f = 0.4200. It is clear that the lock-in transition to the ft phase is also of first order. 
Figure 2(b) shows the diffraction profiles measured at 23.0 "C. In this figure, we observe 
pronounced peak broadening of the satellite reflection, apparently consisting of two 
peaks, when it  passes across the rational values of f = & at 127.7 MPa and f = if at 
136.3 MPa. The peak broadening at these f-values has also been observed at 22.0"C 
and 24.0"C. Although the lock-in behaviour is not evident in these cases, such peak 
broadening has led us to find the very narrow & and if c phases. Note in figure 2(6) 
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Figure 1. Pressure dependence of the modulation 
wave vector 5 along the c axis measured at (a) 
24.O0C, (b)22.0 "C.and (c)20.0 "C. Thevariation 
curve forms an incomplete Devil's staircase. 

Figure 2. The sequence of scans of the 4OC satellite 
reflection with increasing pressure near C = *: 
( a )  at20.0 "C, Clocksdiscontinuouslyonto h ; ( b )  
at 23.O"C. the pronounced peak broadening 
OCCUR at 5 = .h and a. Full curves are drawn to 
guide the eye. A horizontal bar represents the 
instrumental resolution width. 

that the satellite peak near 6 = & shows only subtle broadening, in contrast to the clear 
lock-in behaviour observed at 20.0 "C (figure 2(a)). This manifests a crucial role of the 
temperature in determining the stability of the modulated structure of TMATC-Mn. 

The results described above were checked on some crystals of different origin. We 
found, as a result, that the quantity showing sample dependence was only the extent of 
the c phase coexisting with the IC phase upon the lock-in and lock-out transitions. This 
seems to be due to the effects of impurities and defects in a crystal. The IC phase, on the 
other hand, behaves identically within experimental error. Those observations indicate 
that the stability of the c phase is intrinsic only over the pressure range where it exists 
as a single phase. As seen in figure 1 the intrinsic widths of the short-period c phases can 
be easily determined. For the phase, we may estimate its width as being -1 MPa at 
20°C (see figure 2(a)). However, we were not able to resolve the single-phase pressure 
ranges of other higher-order c phases with the pressure resolution of k0.4 MPa at any 
temperatures studied. 

The principal results of the present measurements are summarized in the P-Tphase 
diagramshown infigure3, where the higher-ordercphasesareillustratedin asomewhat 
exaggerated mannner. The following features are noted in this phase diagram: 

(i) the long-period phases lie in a region bounded by the short-period I and 4 phases 
(and the N phase); 
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Figure 3. A part of the P-T phase diagram of 
TMATC-Mn determined in this study; hatched 
areas: mmmensurate phases: blankareas: incom- 
mensurate phases, Broken curves in the incom- 
mensurate areadenole the contour ofequal wave 
vector. The higher-ordcr phases are illustrated in 
a somewhat exaggerated manner. The stability 
field of the 1 phase reaches the normal phase at 
P, = 164.0 MPa and T, = 31.5 "C. 

(ii) the t phase dominating the modulated region becomes progressively narrower 
with increasing temperature; this phase was found to reach the N phase at Pi = 164.0 
MPaand = 37.5"C-itswidthalongthePaxis, A,decreasesasA = (T, - T)1,7'0,'; 

(iii) the stability field of the modulated phasesdecreases rapidly with their increasing 
period; 

(iv) the contours of equal wave vector in the IC area appear in a very characteristic 
pattern, as if they were springing from a certain ( P ,  T) point that is actually hidden by 
the 4 and $ phases. 

These features are, at least at the qualitative level, consistent with those found in the 
phase diagrams of the competing-interaction models. 

The systematics of the c phases seen in figure 3 is quite simple. We note that the 
observed rational t-values constitute the Farey-tree series [15]. Generating the Farey 
mediants successively between f and t ,  we obtain 1 at the first level, f a t  the second, i at 
the third, 3 at the fourth, 8 and j$ at the fifth, and ?i, h, -f$ and & at the sixth. From 
this self-similar hierarchy and the interrelations of the c phases in the phase diagram in 
figure 3, we can derive a simple rule that the first higher-order phase to appear between 
two neighbouring lower-order phases with C = n/m and n'/m' always has C = 
(n + n')/(m + m'). Thisisingoodagreement with thesystematicsresultingfromstruc- 
tural branchingprocessfoundby Duxbury and Selke [I61 within themean-field treatment 
of the ANNNI model. Since the lock-in transitions in TMATC-Mn take place at quite high 
temperatures, thermal fluctuations must suppress the c phase into the IC phase. Thereby, 
the branching points are smeared out and the variation curve of 5 necessarily forms an 
incomplete, instead of complete, Devil's staircase. 

In summary, we have presented x-ray scattering results that strongly suggest the 
existence of higher-order c phases of TMATC-MII. The systematics of the c phases can be 
understood in terms of the structural branching process based on the ANNNI model. 
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